CALL FOR PAPERS AND PANELS

IPSA World Congress – Brisbane, Australia – July 2018

Deadline: 25 October 2017

The Research Committee 33 of the International Political Science Association (IPSA RC33), which focuses on the study of political science as a discipline, invites political scientists who are participating in IPSA’s 2018 Congress to submit papers and panels.

We promote theoretical and empirical studies on the historiography and development of political science broadly understood. The committee's approach is eclectic; it is intended to include the theoretical concerns of philosophers of social science, sociological and anthropological views of disciplinary origins and evolution, historical, and institutional studies, among others. We are also interested in papers that discuss the relationship between politics and the discipline, the political role of political scientists as well as other related topics.

Aside from these general themes, we are currently putting together panels on the following issues, and are especially interested in receiving paper proposals that address them:

1) New Norms, New Knowledge: Gendered Innovation in Political Science
2) Critical Approaches in Political Science
3) Academic Freedom

To submit a paper or panel proposal, please use the congress’s online submission system and select the RC33 session. Please submit your proposal by 25 October 2017 at the latest.

See you in Brisbane!

Thibaud Boncourt (Chair) – t.boncourt@gmail.com

Paulo Ravecca (Secretary) – paulo.ravecca@cienciassociales.edu.uy